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The following two facts are shown: 
(i) There is a computable constant y > 0 such that, given pa, there is a prime 
p > p0 satisfying p2 1 (!J) for sufficiently large m, and 0 <k <m with Im - 2kl< 
m“*+~ (thus proving a conjecture of Erdijs). 
(ii) For a positive integer a and a prime p, we have card{ n < N: p” I(‘,“)} - N. 
lc 1991 Academx Press:lnc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A conjecture of Erdiis [2] says that (2) is never square-free for n > 4. 
This conjecture was settled for sufficiently large IZ in 1985 by SQrkazy [ 111, 
who showed the following: 
THEOREM 1. Given E > 0, there is n, such that for n > n, 
e(‘~E)~<s(n)<e”.+“‘J;;, 
where s(n) is the greatest square dividing (r), and c is an explicitly given 
positive constant. 
COROLLARY 1. For all n > n,, there is a prime p such that p2 I(‘,“). 
In this paper, we prove a stronger conjecture of ErdGs and Graham [3], 
namely 
THEOREM 2. There is a computable constant y > 0 such that, given pO, 
there is m, with the following property: 
For all m>m, andO<k<m with 
Irn - 2kl < m1/2fy, (1) 
there is a prime p > p. satisfying p* I (T). 
For a discussion of the size of y see the remark at the end of Section 3. 
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COROLLARY 2. Given po, there is no such rhut ,ftir all II > no, there is u 
prime p > p. sutisjjkg p” ( (2:). 
Obviously, Corollary 1 follows from Corollary 2, thus giving a short 
proof of Erdiis’ original conjecture for sufficiently large n. Note that 
Theorem 1 does not imply Corollary 2. 
For a positive integer a and a prime p, let 
C(N)=C,,,(,v)=card{n<N:pU! it:)}. 
A more general conjecture or Erdiis and Graham [3] states that, given a 
and po, there is a prime p > p. such that paI (2,“) for n > n,(a, po). In this 
direction, we prove 
THEOREM 3. Given a and p, we have 
C,,,(N)= N+ u,.,w 1 ~~og2/logP~+lIlPlogP)(log N)“- I), 
References to ErdBs’ different conjectures concerning prime divisors of 
binomial coefficients may be found in [4, p. 71; 5, Problems B31 and B33]. 
Results achievable by elementary means (i.e., without using estimates for 
exponential sums) are given in [lo]. 
I express my thanks to A. Sgrkiizy, who provided the argument for 
increasing the exponent in (1) from 1 to i + y. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let m, n be positive integers, p a prime. We write UJm, n) for the num- 
ber of “carries” that occur when m and n are added in p-ary notation. Let 
e(n; p) be the exponent of the highest power of p dividing n. An old result 
of Kummer is the following 
LEMMA 1 [8, p. 1161 
For a sequence (b,,,)NE rm of positive integers, satisfying b, + , - b, E { 0, 1 ) 
for NE N, and a strictly increasing sequence (nk)ks N of positive integers, 
define integers rk by b,, = nk + rk (k E N ). Then 
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LEMMA 2 [ 10, Lemma 21. For nk 6 N < nk+ , 
lb,-NI 6 IrkI + Irk+,l. 
As usual, we denote by {x} the fractional part of the real number x; i.e., 
(x} =x- [x]. For O<g< 1, 2<r<n, let 
D(a;n,r)=card 
LEMMA 3 [7, Corollary]. There are absolute positive constants c,, c2 
such that 
where the constant implied by 0( ) is absolute, too. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Before showing the theorem itself, we prove it for a smaller range of k. 
PROPOSITION. Let 0 < 6 < 1. Given pO, there is m, such that for all 
m>m, andO<k<m with 
Im-2kl <(f-J)min(,/%, Jm-k), (2) 
there is a prime p > p0 satisfying p2 I (T). 
Proof We define 
B,(n)=card p~$:\l;;<p<fi,i< 
Hence for n > 4 
-card 
i 
p~U?&<p~fi, 
bi I 
!! -c: 
=D(i+&n,fi)-D(f+&n,&) 
-D(i;n,&)+D(i;n,&). 
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By Lemma 3 and Tchebychev’s theorem (see, for instance, [ 1, p. 55]), 
there is E > 0 such that for sufficiently large II 
B,(n)=S(rr(~)-n(,i;t))+0()21,2~i)>ij 4% - + (qn’/‘~~ “), 
5logn 
In particular, B,(n) b 1; i.e., for sufficiently large n, there is a prime p 
satisfying 
This gives 
P2 icn-cp’. (4) 
Define n, to be the least non-negative residue satisfying n, E n, mod p. 
Then by (3) 
and hence 
P i<n,< ;+6 p. 
( ) 
(5) 
Define n2 by n = n,p + n,. Then by (4), n2 < p. By (4) and (5), 
1 1 P2 n,=;(n-n,)>- --p =- 
( > 
P-2 
P 2 2 ’ 
and hence n, > (p - 1)/2. This and (5) imply that for n > nb, there exists a 
prime p such that 
n=n,p+n,, 
P-l 
-6n,<p, 
P 
2 
-<n,< 
2 
(6) 
Moreover, n > p; implies p > pO. Let 
O<d<($-6)&. (7) 
Then by (6), U,(n, n +d) =2. Setting n,=max(nb, pi}, Lemma 1 yields 
for n>n, that for some p> p,, 
P2 (8) 
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Now assume that m>2k for m and k as given in the theorem. Then 
define 
n = k, d=m-2k, m, = 34. 
By (2), m < 3k, and hence m > m, implies n = k > n,. Since (7) is satisfied 
by (2), (8) proves the theorem. It remains to consider the case m < 2k. We 
set 
n=m-k, d=2k-m, m,=4n,. 
By (2), k -C irn, and thus n > n, for m > m,. Again (7) holds by (2). There- 
fore, (8) proves the proposition. 
Now we complete the demonstration of Theorem 2 using Sarkozy’s idea. 
We prove the theorem for 
Cl 1 
Y=~<~, (9) 
where cr is the constant occurring in Lemma 3. Since (T) = ( ,mk), we may 
assume that 
The case 
2k6m. (10) 
Im-2kld ‘-6 &< 
(2 ) +jP 
has been settled in the proposition for all 6 > 0. Thus by (l), it suffices to 
consider 
for some 6>0. By setting A=m-2k and 6 = ,,1’$500, we have 
$$,,h<A~rn’I~+~. 
By (9) and (1 l), the length I of the interval 
(11) 
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satisfies 
r=qfi- 1)(1+0(l))- 1>4 
& 
for sufficiently large m. This implies that there are integers x, y such that 
40x + y E Z, i.e., 
40A 
4oA+1~40x+y<----- 
Jm J&z’ 
and 
l<y<37. 
Consider the cardinality B= B(m, k, x, y) defined by 
(12) 
(13) 
40A 
<pG40x+y-1 
Clearly (with the notation of Lemma 3), 
B=D(a,;k,r,)-D(a,;k,r,)-D(o,;k,r,)+D(a,;k,r,), 
where 
GI=Gy+, +-$, 
40A 40A 
r’=iGq+ r*=40x+y-1. 
By Lemma 3, 
Set c,=l-(19c,/81). By (ll), (lo), and (9), 
40A < 40m”2fY < 40(2(m- k))“2+y < 80(m - k)“2+y < (m - k)‘-c3/2, 
and thus by (12), 
or 
(40x+ yy< -2x- 
( > 
2 - L’) 
Jm-k 
< (40A)l-“‘, 
40A 
r2 - r1 = (40x + y)(4Ox + y - 1) ’ r;f. 
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Since by (9), c3 > i, we have by [6] that 
n(r2) - Wl 1% 
r2-rf ri 
log(r, - r,)’ log r2’ 
By (12) and (lo), 
log rl > f log(m - k) > f log k, 
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(15) 
and hence 
1--1(lomllor3~Y < 
r2 ’ T2 
1 -Q/4 = o(r~e-c2”~9’~K’2~*). (16) 
Clearly, by (11) and (9), 
k>~(m-m1’2+Y)>~m 
for sufficiently large m. Therefore, by (12), 
r 3/2k - 
2 
112 < 2r;/2m-‘12 < .&.9;’ = O(r~3e-‘2’loglo~~2)2)~ 
\ 
(17) 
(18) 
By putting together (14), (15), (16), and (18), we get B > 0, i.e., there is a 
prime p satisfying 
and 
40A 40A 
-<p< 
40x+ y 4ox+y-1’ 
or, equivalently, 
Then, by (21), (13), and (19), 
{$}+{#&+(I-$1. 
Hence, by (19), (13), and (21), 
(19) 
(20) 
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Therefore, by the definition of {xl, 
[;]-[$1-[!y={~}+{yy-{;}>o. (22) 
Furthermore, (lo), (12), and (20) imply 
J&h=<pQj;tr, 
which yields 
G]-E]-[Y]>l. 
It is well known in elementary number theory that 
(23) 
(24) 
e((3; P)=;o([;]-[$]-[y]). 
By (22) and (24), 
m 
e (0 ) k ;p 22, 
and thus p* 1 (T). By (17) and (23) we clearly have p > p. for m > m, = 3~;. 
This proves the theorem. 
Remark. Obviously, the method would imply the result with any choice 
of y < c,/8. Heath-Brown’s lower bound used in (15), 
?r(x+y)-7c(y)tiL 1% Y 
for Y-Y with a rather large range of c, is the best known result at the 
moment [6]. A much smaller range of c, i.e., c = 1 -E, however, would 
imply our result with the same constant y, since in any case the main term 
in (14) has to supersede the error term which depends on the in fact very 
small constant c,. References to these weaker results may be found in [IS, 
Chap. 141. An improvement of y could be obtained by using Vaughan’s 
identity in Jutila’s proof’of Lemma 3 [7], which certainly would improve 
the value of ci . 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
For p = 2, the theorem in [lo] proves the desired result. In the sequel, 
let p > 2. By Lemma 1, 
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where Z,(n)=card{i:q>p/2} for n=n,+n,p+ ..A +n,pj, O<~,<P 
(0 < i < j). Hence 
u-1 
C,,,(pk)>pk- C card{n<pk:ZP(n)=j} 
j=O 
o- I 
=pk- 1 card(( no, . . . . nk- I): o<nj< p, zp(n)=j} 
j=O 
(25) 
Define b, = C,,(N), nk = p k. By applying Lemma 2, we get by (25) for 
pk<N<pkf’ that 
flog( p + 1 v2 
GN ‘ogp ) (log N)a-l 
= N(l/bPt(l%P+ lOg(l + l/P)--lOg2) (log N)“- 1 
6 N” -(bd/l’%P)+ (l/PlOEtP)) (log N)“- 1 
7 
where the constant implied by “ 4” may depend only on a and p. This 
proves Theorem 3. 
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